Shy Stella loves marine animals but worries about finding the right words to make a presentation about them to her third-grade class.

Launched into the world of Hindu gods, Aru faces the Sleeper demon from the Lamp of Bhairava—in her Spider-Man pajamas.

Vera finally talks her mom into sending her to summer camp, but the Russian Orthodox camp isn’t one that her friends go to.

When his Doberman Sinbad is diagnosed with cancer, Conor gives up some of his hockey lessons to help pay for Sinbad’s treatment.

The dead are never gone and the spirits of murdered African-American boys have a mission to continue on and bear witness.

Explore activism, social justice, volunteerism, equity, inclusion, and how to use social media for good while “keeping it real” with Marley.

Irene and Charles end up as partners for a poem-writing project—and the poems they write focus on family, friends, food, and what they learn about race and the world around them.

In her diary, Nisha writes letters to her late mother about having to leave their home after the partition of India created the country of Pakistan.

Learn more about the Constitution and how to uphold its principles from a citizen who is passionate about his adopted country.

After her mother’s death, a scheming aunt Wavie has never known, moves Wavie to her mama’s childhood home in Conley Holler.

Short stories drawn from true accounts offer moving portraits of the hardships and victories of the diverse Latinos who live in the United States.

Get an inside look at the rigorous training and work required to make it all the way to outer space from athlete-turned-astronaut Leland Melvin.
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